
1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Climate has been defined as "the synthesis of the weather that occurs for a time period

of two weeks or longer" (Mjelde, Sonka, Dixon and Lamb. 1988, p. 674). Climate

variability is greater in Australia than in any other continent (Hunt 1994) and than in

many other countries (Nicholls 1994). Industries such as agriculture in which

production is highly dependent on natural biological processes are more affected by

climatic variability than industries in which production occurs within controlled

environments. Anderson and Dillon (1988) estimated that climate is responsible for 38

per cent of variation in the gross value of agricultural production in Australia.

One of the roles of a farmer is to buffer crop and animal production against variations

in climate (Anderson and Dillon 1988). Until recently in Australia, however, financial

support offered to farmers from government during extreme climate events reduced the

importance of this role in terms of individual farmers' financial performance. For

instance, drought support to farmers included concessional interest loans for 'carry-on'

purposes and subsidies and rebates for transport of fodder and stock (Simmons 1993).

The economic efficiency case for such assistance measures was found to be weak

(Freebairn 1983). It was concluded that a more appropriate role for government is to

assist private decision making by developing institutions to provide technology

oriented to risk mitigation and enhanced productivity (Dillon 1986) and by availing

farmers of information about seasonal conditions and decision options (Anderson and

Dillon 1988).

The Drought Policy Review Task Force (1990) proposed that the responsibility for

managing climate be shifted away from government and onto farmers and that drought

be accepted as a normal feature of the commercial environment of agriculture. The

National Drought Policy (NDP) established by Commonwealth and state governments



in August 1992 aimed to facilitate the shift to farmer self-preparedness by measures

including government funding of drought-related research and additional education

programs related to risk management and drought preparedness. Climate forecasting

was identified in particular as a way of enabling farmers to mitigate the adverse

financial consequences of drought (White 1994).

1.2 Allocating Research Resources to Climate Forecasting

Climate variability, even if it could be perfectly predicted, disadvantages farmers since

costs are increased as a result of being required to allow for flexibility in production

systems. Uncertainty regarding how climate will vary compounds this problem by

introducing the possibility that farmers will make decisions which yield a less

successful outcome than the decisions that would have been made if future climate

conditions had been known. Thus climate uncertainty is one source of production risk.

Climate forecasting aims to move farmers as far as possible to a situation of certainty

regarding future climate conditions. A perfect climate forecasting system would leave

farmers dealing only with the problem of climate variability, having eradicated

production risk associated with climate variability.

As noted by Anderson (1991), however, research aimed at enabling better climate

forecasting is not the only form of research with the potential to reduce climate-related

production risk. Plant breeding and agronomic research, for instance, also reduce

production risk, particularly by improving crop or pasture performance under

climatically-stressed conditions. Indeed, "a first objective of wheat improvement in

Australia was to produce varieties sufficiently drought resistant to cope with the short

seasons and hard finishing conditions" (Callaghan 1973).

Expenditure under the NDP was projected to be $15.1 million over a four year period,

including $1.5 million for a communication strategy, $2.1 million for drought-related

research and development and the balance for education and training in drought
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preparedness (Department of Primary Industry and Energy 1992). This funding is of

sufficient magnitude to justify economic analyses designed to explore how returns from

investing public funds in these NDP programs compare with returns from other uses of

those scarce funds, including in the development of alternative technologies for

ameliorating climate-related production risk in farming.

In addition to the problem of allocating research resources between climate forecasting

and other research opportunities is the problem of allocating research resources among

the various avenues open to those engaged in climate forecasting research. Lamb

(1981, p. 1001) noted that "for man to derive real benefit from climate forecasts, he

will have to concentrate on weather parameters of high potential socioeconomic impact

in regions where the economic and social systems possess the flexibility to adjust or

change in cognisance of the forecasts". Economic analysis therefore also has an

important role in identifying where the greatest payoffs in climate forecasting research

are likely to lie. Mjelde et al. (1988), for instance, compared the benefits to maize

producers of making less accurate climate forecasts available earlier rather than more

accurate forecasts available later.

1.3 The Climate Forecasting System

The possibility that climate in Australia can be more reliably predicted by utilising

evidence regarding its link with the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon

has attracted increasing interest since the mid-1970s. The ENSO phenomenon is

considered by climatologists to be "a large-scale, natural fluctuation in the global

climate system that occurs irregularly and involves a close coupling of the oceans and

atmosphere. . . Our understanding of the mechanics of the ENSO phenomenon is

understood to involve opposite phases of warming (El Nino) and cooling (La Nina) of

the equatorial tropical Pacific Ocean, and to a lesser extent the Indian Ocean, that are

linked closely to atmospheric changes. . . Over Australasia the effect of El Nino is to

remove or weaken the major sources of moisture and cloudiness. . . During the La Nina



phase the system tends to react with almost the complete opposite configuration"

(Allan 1994, p. 15).

The Southern Oscillation component of the ENSO phenomenon relates to the

atmospheric pressure difference between Indo-Australia and the south eastern Pacific

Ocean. During an El Nino (El Nina) phase the Southern Oscillation is negative

(positive) because pressure is higher (lower) over the Indo-Australasian region

compared with the south eastern Pacific Ocean region.

The status of the Southern Oscillation at any time is indicated by the level of the

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). The most commonly used index is calculated as the

standardised difference in atmospheric pressure between Tahiti and Darwin (Stone et

al. undated). McBride and Nicholls (1983) found significant lagged relationships

between the SOI and rainfall over much of northern and eastern Australia, with the

exception of southern Victoria. Identification of these lagged relationships has allowed

the SOI to be used for seasonal rainfall forecasts (Bureau of Meteorology 1993) where

seasonal forecasting relates to future periods ranging from two weeks to a few months

(Mazzocco et al. 1992).

A recent development in climate forecasting has been identification of 'phases' of the

SOI by Stone and Aulicems (1992). Through combined use of principal components

analysis and cluster analysis, they classified the change in the SOI from one month to

the next in any year as one of five distinct phases and found that variation among these

phases accounts for more variation of historical rainfall in many locations and times of

year than does variation of the SOI index itself. The five SOT phases are:

(1) consistently negative SOI (over two consecutive months); (2) consistently positive

SOI; (3) rapidly falling SOI; (4) rapidly rising SOI; and (5) SOI consistently near zero.

When past records of rainfall, or temperature, are partitioned into those corresponding

to the SOI phases, then frequency distributions for each SOI phase relating to rainfall

or temperature in subsequent months can be produced. These frequency distributions

can be used as probability distributions in climate forecasting (Stone 1994).
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Phase 1 or Phase 3 identified in late autumn is associated with a high probability of

below average rainfall during the following winter and spring at many locations in

eastern Australia (Stone et al. undated). Phase 2 or Phase 4 identified in late autumn is

associated with a high probability of above average rainfall during the following winter

and spring at these locations. For Goondiwindi in the north eastern grain belt, the

rainfall probability distribution associated with Phase 5 was found to be similar to that

derived using all years in the historical record (Stone and Hammer 1992).

Due to having a strong annual cycle, ENSO tends to lock-in' to a particular pattern

that lasts from autumn of one year to autumn of the next. Thus, for instance, a

consistently negative SOI pattern established at the end of May (or by the second week

of June) is likely to be followed in most years by negative SOI values for most of the

next three to six months at least (Gordon 1986). Hence the SOI phase identified at the

end of autumn (ie., the 'May SOI phase' relating to the pattern over April and May) is

of particular value in forecasting subsequent winter and spring rainfall patterns (Stone

et al. undated). The availability of this forecast coincides with the planting time for

wheat in many years.

SOI phases have also been found to be related to numbers of frosts and dates of first

and last frost at a number of locations in north eastern Australia. A period of below

average rainfall may be associated with increased long-wave radiation output and

hence a greater probability of low minimum temperatures (Stone et al. undated). For

instance, at a number of locations in central and southern Queensland and northern

New South Wales identification of SOI Phase 1 at the end of May is related to a high

probability of a large number of frosts and also a late last frost occurrence. Phase 2 or

Phase 4 identified at the end of May is related at these locations to a high probability of

few frosts and an early date of last frost. This information is of value to winter-

cropping farmers in choosing a planting date and a cultivar to avoid anthesis occurring

prior to a frost (Stone 1994).



1.4 Study Objectives

The primary objective in this study was to contribute information for future decision-

making with respect to allocation of resources to, and within, climate forecasting

research by estimating the value of the climate forecasting system based on SOT phases

developed by Stone and Aulicems (1992). The focus was on benefits for management

of wheat in north eastern Australia following work in this area reported by Stone et al.

(undated) and Hammer (1994).

Subsidiary objectives were to examine how the value of the forecasting system is

affected by (i) a farmer's attitude to risk; and (ii) planting conditions (ie., time of

planting opportunity and levels of moisture and mineralised nitrogen in the soil at that

time).

The null hypotheses associated with these objectives were:

1. The climate forecasting system is of no value to wheat growers in north-eastern

Australia.

2. The value of the forecasting system is unaffected by a farmer's attitude to risk.

3. The value of the forecasting system in any year is unaffected by planting

conditions.

The proposed method of testing these hypotheses is detailed in Chapter 3. Use of the

method will enable the value of the forecasting system to be estimated according to a

farmer's attitude to risk, time of planting opportunity and planting-time levels of

moisture and mineralised nitrogen in the soil.

Null hypothesis 1 was to be rejected if the value of the forecasting system is positive

for at least one combination of the above parameters. Null hypothesis 2 was to be

rejected if, for at least one combination of time of planting opportunity, level of soil

moisture at that time and level of mineralised nitrogen in the soil at that time, the value

of the forecasting system differs according to the farmer's risk attitude. Null

hypothesis 3 was to be rejected if, for a given risk attitude, the value of the forecasting
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system differs with variation in the time of planting opportunity or with variation in the

level of soil moisture and mineralised nitrogen at that time.

1.5 Outline of Dissertation

A review of literature pertaining to valuing the benefits of climate forecasting to

farmers is presented in Chapter 2. Issues and ideas identified in this review were

considered when framing the method used in this study, which is detailed in Chapter 3.

Results from applying the method are presented and analysed in Chapter 4.

Conclusions with respect to the study objectives, and judgements as to whether each of

the null hypotheses should be rejected, are presented in Chapter 5. Also discussed in

this final chapter are contributions of the study to a method of valuing climate

forecasts, the limitations of the study and priority areas for further research.



2. Value of Climate Forecasts to Farmers:
a Literature Review

2.1 Overview

As discussed in Section 1.4, the aims in this study were to estimate the value to farmers

of a particular system of forecasting seasonal climatic conditions and to explore how

this value varies according to changes in the decision environment. Similar research

questions have been addressed in a number of previous studies. The purpose of this

chapter was to review these studies in view of the need to develop a method to apply to

the research problem addressed herein.

Bacquet et al. (1976) estimated the value to pear orchardists in Oregon, United States

of America (USA), from forecasts issued daily regarding the likelihood of a frost

occurring overnight. Byerlee and Anderson (1982) valued the benefits of rainfall

forecast information for fodder conservation decisions of a wool producer in the New

England region of New South Wales. Mjelde et al. (1988), Mjelde and Cochran

(1988), Mazzocco et al. (1992) and Mjelde and Dixon (1993) addressed various issues

in valuing the benefits of seasonal climate forecasts for maize producers in Illinois,

USA. Kingwell et al. (1991) estimated that net returns to dryland wheat-sheep farmers

in Western Australia were increased by 22 per cent by using information embedded in

recent climate events (eg. timing and extent of planting rains) to make tactical

adjustments to farming plans.

Stone et al. (undated) valued the benefits of the forecasting system examined in this

dissertation. The focus of their study was valuation of the benefits of the forecasting

system for management of wheat at Goondiwindi in south-east Queensland. The

research discussed herein was in collaboration with the authors of that study and sought

to extend their analysis in a number of ways.
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At this stage it is useful to define a number of terms. The definitions follow Anderson

(1991). A phenomenon that is subject to variability and which also cannot be predicted

with complete accuracy is referred to as subject to uncertainty. If the uncertainty

regarding a phenomenon has consequences for human welfare, it is referred to as risk.

Climate is one such variable phenomenon. Since forecasting skill is limited, climate is

subject to uncertainty. Where this uncertainty affects decisions by farmers it also

involves risk.

Although seemingly pedantic, the above definitions are necessary due to other authors,

such as Luce and Raiffa (1957), regarding risk somewhat differently as a situation in

which outcomes of actions have known probabilities and uncertainty as a situation

where outcomes of actions do not have known probabilities.

The literature review following in this chapter focuses on a number of issues critical to

assessing the value of a forecasting system. Firstly, the appropriate theoretical basis for

such an evaluation is presented. Approaches adopted in applying this theory in

previous studies are then discussed. The ways in which risk attitude and subjective

probability assessment, both integral to this theory, were accounted for in previous

studies are reviewed in the sections following. Finally, issues in identifying the choices

that a farmer would make with and without access to climate forecasts are discussed.

2.2 Theory

Technological innovations in agriculture can be expected to become increasingly

information intensive (Mazzocco et al. 1992). Climate forecasting systems are a case

in point. An understanding of the theory of information value is thus important to

those charged with allocating resources among available research and development

opportunities in this area.

The studies valuing weather or climate forecasts cited in Section 2.1, apart from that by

Stone et al. (undated), applied a theory of information value derived from expected



utility theory. Stone et al. (undated) developed an alternative method for valuing

information based on a 'safety-first' conceptualisation of risk.

2.2.1 Expected utility theory

Individuals are continually confronted with decisions where they are uncertain

regarding the outcome of any particular choice. Notice that in such situations

uncertainty means that individuals are exposed to risk insofar as they care about the

consequences of their decisions. Since choice under uncertainty is "inherently difficult

to rationalise" (Anderson et al. 1977, p3), various theories of how decisions under

uncertainty are made and should be made have been proposed.

The decision theory predominantly used in economic analysis to date has been

expected utility (EU) theory (Machina 1989). This theory has its origins with Bernoulli

(1738), who proposed a theory to explain why choices of prudent individuals among

risky monetary actions often do not accord with maximisation of the expected

monetary value, and with Bayes (1763), who helped to pioneer the notion of

probability as a theory of rational degrees of belief (Fishburn 1988).

Bernoulli hypothesised that each individual possesses what we now refer to as a von

Neumann-Morgenstern utility function U(.) and that, rather than maximising expected

monetary value in making a choice, an individual would maximise expected utility.

U(.) encapsulates an individual's attitude to choice in risky situations. The expected

monetary value associated with choosing a particular action is calculated by weighting

the monetary value associated with each possible outcome of the action by the

probability of each outcome's occurrence. In contrast, the expected utility associated

with following a particular action is given by weighting the utility of each possible

outcome of the action by the probability of each outcome occurring. The utility of an

action is given solely by its expected utility since higher moments of utility (eg. its

variance) are not relevant according to this theory (Anderson et al. 1977).
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von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) showed that Bernoulli's hypothesis could be

logically deduced from a set of axioms which accord with intuitive notions of rational

behaviour. Anderson et al. (1977) discuss the axioms required to logically justify a

von Neumann-Morganstern utility function for the case of a choice involving single-

dimension consequences.

The axioms underlying EU theory, however, have come under challenge both in terms

of its use as a descriptive theory, purporting to describe how people actually make

choices, and as a normative theory, purporting to prescribe how people should make

choices (Schoemaker 1982). Challenges on the first front were based on mounting

evidence of their violation in actual decision-making (Bell et al. 1988). Consequently

alternative theories describing decision-making were proposed. They are surveyed in

Machina (1989). Although these violations in description were for some time

considered to leave EU theory valid as a normative theory, Fishburn (1988) has argued

that two of the core axioms, regarding transitivity and independence, are not inviolable

normative principles.

Notwithstanding these challenges, EU theory remains much more frequently applied in

economic analyses of decision-making under uncertainty than any alternative decision

theory. Recent applications using EU theory in Australian agricultural economics have

been by Kingwell et al. (1992), Kingwell (1994a,b) and Pluske and Fraser (1995).

Hardaker et al. (1991, p. 9) justify continued application of EU theory on the basis that

"it seems that no better operational framework has yet found wide acceptance". The

persistence of EU theory may be explained by analysts believing that, as a result of

accumulated evidence that decision-makers are not indifferent to risk (eg. evidence for

agriculture includes Lin et al. 1974; Pope and Just 1991; Bond and Wonder 1980;

Bardsley and Harris 1987), use of EU theory leads to more accurate answers, despite its

weaknesses, than does an assumption of maximisation of expected monetary value.
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2.2.2 Theory of information value

The theory of information value as derived from EU theory is presented below. The

exposition is based on that by Bacquet et al. (1976).

Let us suppose there is a choice to be made between a set of actions, A 1 , A2, . . . , Am,

where the ith action (A i) has a set of random outcomes, [ak]. The particular ak that

occurs after selecting action A i depends on the state of nature ek which arises. The

states of nature occur according to the probability distribution P(Ok). The utility of

outcome ak is denoted by U(ak). In the case to be examined in this study, the set of

outcomes (ak) are specified in terms of wealth at the end of the wheat cropping season.

The expected utility of the ith action is shown in equation 2.1:

U(Ai) = E U(ak)P(00	 (2.1)
k

and the optimal action A *i is the one with the highest expected utility. Since the

decision rule is to choose the action with maximum expected utility, A *i is referred to

as the prior optimal action (ie., prior to availability of new information).

Suppose an item of information 4 pertinent to the occurrence of state of nature Ok is

available to the decision-maker. Given knowledge about the conditional distribution of

24 relative to ek, (P(ZjlOk), Bayes' formula can be used as in equation 2.2 to revise the

prior probability distribution for 6k, (P(0 k)) to obtain the posterior probability

distribution P(Ok14):

P(OklZi) = P(Ok)P(Zil0k)1 P(4), where P(Zi) = P(Ok)P(Zilek) 	(2.2)

Let A **ii represent the optimal action for the jth (j = 1, 2, . . . n) item of information (ie.,

the jth forecast since it is used to revise the probability distribution regarding the future

occurrence of a state of nature).

The Bayes' strategy can be represented as the n-element vector:

{A **ii 1 = (24 ** il, A "i29 • • • 9 A** ij9 • • • 9 A** in).
	 (2.3)
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The probability that each of these actions will be followed is the probability that the

forecast 4 will be given, ie., P(4). The expected utility of the Bayes' strategy

(U({A**ii})) can thus be derived as in equation 2.4:

U({A **0) = 1 U(A **0Pg)	 (2.4)i
The value of the set of forecasts in terms of utility is given by the expected utility of the

Bayes' strategy minus the expected utility of the prior optimal act (equation 2.5):

U({4}) = U({A **ii }) - U(A 1)	 (2.5)

Note that if A **ij = Ai for all j, the information system has no value because it changes

no decisions.

Disaggregated into its component expressions, the value of the set of forecasts in terms

of expected utility is given in equation 2.6 as:

U( 1 41) = E[EU(a **k - C)P (0 klZi) - ZU(4)P(OkIZAP(4),	 (2.6)
j k	 k

where a * * k is the monetary outcome of the Bayes' action, a * k is the monetary outcome

of the prior optimal action, and C is the monetary cost to the decision-maker of the

information.

The term in square brackets is the value of a particular forecast in terms of expected

utility. The value of the information system in terms of utility is equal to the weighted

average of the posterior values in terms of utility of all the forecasts in the possible

forecast set {4}, the weighting scheme being P(4). Thus, if the preceding expression

is positive, the information has positive value for the decision-maker. To be of

practical use, however, it is necessary to determine the monetary equivalent of the

increase in expected utility attributable to the information system.

The monetary value of the information system is given by the maximum amount the

decision-maker could afford to pay to use it without being worse off than would have

been the case with only the prior information. This monetary value is given by the

value of C that reduces expected utility with the information system to the level of

expected utility without it. In this case C would take a value that results in U({4}) = 0.



2.2.3 Determinants of information value

As noted in Section 1.2, it is of critical interest to those involved in developing or

selecting among information systems to appreciate how the value of a system is likely

to vary according to its own characteristics as well as the characteristics of the decision

environment to which it is targeted. Hilton (1981) disaggregated the decision

environment into attributes of the decision setting and attributes of the decision-maker

and classified four determinants of information value, these being:

(1) degree of flexibility in the action set, A l, A2, . . . , Am;

(2) structure of the payoff function, which is composed of the payoff function [ad

and the utility function U(.);

(3) degree of uncertainty in the prior knowledge, P(Ok); and

(4) the decision-maker's perception of the mapping from the set of states of nature

[Ok] to the set of forecasts, {4}.

Characteristics of the information system are captured in (4), whereas attributes of the

decision setting and the decision-maker are captured within (1), (2) and (3). Hilton

found that only characteristics of the information system itself (eg. accuracy and

timeliness of forecasts) have a consistent directional effect on the value of information.

While changes in factors that are external to the information system (eg. risk attitude,

wealth, action flexibility, degree of prior uncertainty) can have a significant effect on

information value, their effect is not consistent across decision-makers or decision

settings.

Byerlee and Anderson (1982), for instance, found that the value of rainfall forecasts,

despite what might be expected intuitively, did not monotonically increase with the

level of risk aversion of the decision-maker. Mjelde and Cochran (1988) also found

their results were consistent with Hilton's (1981, p. 60) theorem that "there is no

monotonic relationship between the degree of absolute or relative risk aversion and the

value of information".
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2.3 Approaches to Valuing Climate Forecasts

In the literature surveyed, all attempts to value the benefits to farmers of climate

forecasting information have focussed on the benefits to a small set (sometimes of one)

case study farmers. The parameters identified in the above exposition as being

required to apply EU theory (including in the special case for a 'risk-neutral' farmer

where utility is given by expected monetary value) were specified and the values of the

various information systems deduced accordingly.

There is no justification in this literature of why this case study approach was preferred

to alternative approaches. Dillon and Hardaker (1980, p. 30), however, noted that

analysis of many farm management issues "may require intimate study of the realities

of farm production and of farmers' attitudes. To collect such data from a large sample

of farms might be too expensive. A case study approach may be the only one possible

in such circumstances".

The contingent valuation method (CVM) (Wilkes 1990) may, however, also be suitable

for valuing climate forecasting information. This approach was used by Pluske (1994)

to value information designed to reduce wool price risk for farmers in the high rainfall

region of Western Australia. Use of CVM has the advantage over the case study

approach of requiring only parameters relevant to the information system itself to be

specified, since parameters relevant to the decision setting and the decision-maker are

unconsciously accounted for by farmers themselves when questioned over their

willingness to pay for particular information. Although this avenue is not pursued in

this study, it may offer fertile opportunities for future research.

Another approach apparently not yet followed in valuing climate forecasts is

comparative statistical analyses of paired samples of farmers, drawn from populations

using and not using the forecasts, with the aim of isolating the effect of forecast use on

returns. A limitation of this approach compared with the previous two is that it can

only be used to value existing information systems in existing decision environments.
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The case study and CVM approaches can also be used to value hypothetical

information systems. For instance, Mjelde et al. (1988) and Mjelde and Dixon (1993)

applied the case study approach to explore the impact on the value of forecasting of

variation in the lead time between issue of forecasts and the time at which decisions

must be made.

Furthermore, these latter two approaches can be used to explore the impact on the

value of information systems of variation in the decision environment. Byerlee and

Anderson (1982) and Mjelde and Cochran (1988), for example, used the case study

approach to analyse the impact of variation in risk attitudes on the value of climate

forecasting, while Bacquet et al. (1976), Mjelde et al. (1988), Mjelde and Cochran

(1988) and Mazzocco et al. (1992) used this approach to explore the effect on value of

forecasts of varying assumptions regarding the prior probability distributions held by

decision-makers. These approaches, unlike the statistical approach, also enable the

value of a particular forecasting system to be calibrated against its potential value by

allowing the value of a perfect forecasting system to be obtained (Byerlee and

Anderson 1982).

A problem of valuing climate forecasts using case study farms is that of extrapolating

results obtained from a non-statistically chosen sample to obtain a value for all farmers

in a district and/or industry (Bacquet et al. 1976). This problem, however, is common

to all technology evaluations relying on analyses of case study farms. Dillon and

Hardaker (1980, p. 31) concluded that this "is a process requiring judgement and

experience. Obviously, a good knowledge of the relevant features of the farms in the

population of concern helps in drawing inferences. . . . For this reason it is often useful

to follow case studies with a simple survey to collect data on the distribution of key

attributes in the population of concern".



2.4 Accounting for Risk Attitude

As noted above, applying the case study approach to value information requires

specification of a range of parameters relevant not only to the information system but

also to attributes of the decision-maker and of the decision setting. Two attributes for

which specification of parameters has attracted particular attention in the literature

surveyed are risk attitude, represented by the utility function U(.), and the decision-

maker's subjective prior probability distribution for states of nature, P(Ok). Treatment

of risk attitude in the literature is addressed in this section and treatment of subjective

prior probability is addressed in the next.

von-Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions can be elicited from decision-makers by

presenting them with a carefully-asked set of cogent, hypothetical or real risk-

indifference questions (Anderson et al. 1977). These methods have been applied in

studies such as Officer and Halter (1968) and Lin et al. (1974). These methods,

however, are not easy to apply in such a way as to yield realistic, consistent and valid

responses (King and Robison 1981; Schoemaker 1982). Use of more pragmatic

methods to approximate risk preference characteristics of decision-makers has been a

consequence (Anderson and Dillon 1992). Direct elicitation of risk preferences from

decision-makers has also been found in cases to be confounded by psychological

difficulties (Machina 1981).

Accordingly it was of interest to identify how risk attitudes of decision-makers have

been accounted for in previous studies valuing climate forecasts for farmers. It was

found in fact that four approaches have been used in these studies to deal with risk

attitude. These are: (1) avoid the problem by assuming that farmers are indifferent to

risk and therefore that they seek simply to maximise (minimise) expected monetary

gains (losses); (2) assume the specification for a utility function based on previous

research; (3) use stochastic efficiency criteria to avoid the need to assume a particular

functional form and a particular level of risk preference/aversion; and (4) use direct

elicitation methods.
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Approach (1) was used by Mjelde et al. (1988), Mazzocco et al. (1992) and Mjelde and

Dixon (1993). Mjelde et al. (1988, p. 675) used this approach "because of difficulties

associated with specifying producer utility functions".

Approach (2) was used by Byerlee and Anderson (1982) to value a rainfall prediction

scheme. They assumed a utility function with a quadratic form, U = C + bC2 where C

is cost of fodder conservation, and circumvented the problem of specifying the level of

risk preference, b, by varying it parametrically to ascertain the sensitivity of the value

of predictions to the risk attitude assumed. It was found that risk-averse decision-

makers would attach more value to the scheme than those that are risk-preferring, but

that the value of the scheme was quite insensitive to variation within "the range of risk

attitudes seemingly most relevant to the local farmers" (p. 40).

A similar approach was used by Kingwell (1994a) in testing the effect on estimation of

farm-level wheat supply response of accounting for risk aversion in whole-farm

models. A utility function with a negative exponential form, U = 1 - e-R" where R is the

coefficient of absolute risk aversion and rc is return to capital and management, was

assumed. The assumed value of R was set with reference to estimates of its value by

Bardsley and Harris (1987) and Newbery and Stiglitz (1981). Kingwell (1994b) used

the same functional form but two alternative values of R to explore the effect of

varying the assumed level of risk aversion on optimal management of a dryland farm.

Mjelde and Cochran (1988) followed approach (3). Pandey (1990) used a similar

approach in valuing the benefits of irrigation for management of winter wheat in

central India. Stochastic efficiency criteria satisfy the axioms of EU theory without

relying on precise measurements of risk preferences. Anderson et al. (1977, Ch. 9)

provided an exposition of these criteria and their application. Compared with the

identification of the single efficient (ie. utility-maximising) action obtained from

precise specification of risk preferences, application of stochastic efficiency criteria

result in identification of an efficient set within which further ordering according to

utility is precluded due to imprecise specification of these preferences. Consequently

these studies were restricted to estimating upper and lower bounds of the values of the
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climate forecasting system and of irrigation respectively. This may indeed have merit

given the uncertainty with which analysts are generally faced when required to specify

risk preferences.

The approach used by Mjelde and Cochran (1988) was internally inconsistent,

however, since risk aversion was assumed when valuing forecasts while risk

indifference was assumed when specifying the objective function of the mathematical

programming model used to identify the prior optimal action A *i (without forecasts)

and the Bayes' strategy {A **q} (with forecasts). They noted that a reviewer of their

article expressed concern that this discrepancy may have biased their results.

Approach (4) was adopted by Bacquet et al. (1976) who used the Ramsey method

(Ramsey 1964) to elicit utility functions for eight orchardists. Ordinary least squares

regression was used to fit a polynomial equation to the data obtained from each of the

eight interviews. Of the fitted equations, five were of cubic form and three were

quadratic. The results indicated that each of the orchardists was risk-averse within the

income ranges relevant to them. The utility function estimated for an orchardist was

used in estimating the value s/he obtains from a frost prediction service.

Of the above approaches, the second (assuming a particular form for the utility

function) appears to remain the most popular among decision analysts seeking to

account for risk preference in their models. It avoids the costs of direct elicitation and

can, with judicious sensitivity testing using alternative functional forms and/or risk

attitude coefficients, emulate the third approach in identifying upper and lower bounds

on the value of a technology. Furthermore, this approach allows the problem of

internal inconsistency identified in Mjelde and Cochran (1988) to be avoided. Where it

is necessary to identify optimal actions using a mathematical programming model, a

particular utility function can be used both as the objective function of the model and to

value the technology.

Studies in which approach (2) has been applied exhibit heterogeneity with respect to

the functional form assumed. As noted above, Byerlee and Anderson (1982) chose a
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quadratic form while Kingwell (1994a,b) used a negative exponential form. Anderson

and Dillon (1992) suggested use of the negative exponential form for pragmatically

representing risk attitude in decision analysis. This form has been popular among

Australian agricultural economists over the past decade or so. Other studies in which it

has been used have been Easter and Paris (1983), Kingwell et al. (1992), Kingwell and

Schilizzi (1994) and Ogisi et al. (1994). Patten et al. (1988) used the `sumex' form

which is a separable version of the negative exponential form.

Functional forms exhibiting decreasing risk aversion with increasing wealth have been

considered intuitively appealing amongst economists (Anderson et al. 1977).

However, implicit in use of the negative exponential form is an assumption that the

Pratt-Arrow coefficient of absolute risk aversion, R, does not change with the initial

wealth of the decision-maker. It is therefore referred to as a constant absolute risk

aversion (CARA) functional form. Use of the quadratic form is (1) restrictive in that it

assumes the decision maker is interested in only the mean and variance of the

probability distribution of consequences, and (2) counter-intuitive in that it assumes

decision-makers become more risk-averse (ie. R increases) as initial wealth increases

(Anderson et al. 1977). The constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) functional form

does accord with intuition and, furthermore, recent empirical testing by Pope and Just

(1991) found that farmer behaviour could be better explained by a CRRA functional

form than by a CARA functional form. The CRRA functional form can be represented

as in equation 2.7:
u . B i-Rw i _ R 

r)	 R r > 0, R r � 1
	

(2.7)

where B is some measure of financial performance and Rr = RW is the coefficient of

relative risk aversion with W being initial wealth (Hey 1979).

The finding by Pope and Just appears to have led to increased interest in specifying

utility functions using the CRRA form. Kingwell (1994b) used the CARA form but

indicated the model used would be respecified using the CRRA form. Pluske and

Fraser (1995) used the CRRA functional form.



2.5 Assessment of Subjective Prior Probability

Applying EU theory to value an information system using the case study approach

requires, specification of the decision-maker's prior subjective probability density

function (SPDF) for the relevant states of nature (Anderson et al. 1977; Norris and

Kramer 1990). From a review of the various methods applied in eliciting prior SPDFs,

Norris and Kramer (p. 145) concluded that although a consensus had yet to be reached

as to the best method: "Based on the limited evidence available, it appears that

probability elicitation may improve the predictive accuracy of decision models".

Notwithstanding this finding, in none of the studies surveyed relating to climate

forecast valuation was a prior SPDF specified on the basis of elicitation from an actual

decision-maker. Rather, in all cases prior SPDFs for case study decision-makers have

been assumed on their behalf.

In some of these studies the effect on the value of climate forecasting of different

assumptions about the prior SPDF was examined. In all of the studies the assumption

that the prior SPDF is equivalent to a historical PDF was among the assumptions

examined, and in the studies by Byerlee and Anderson (1982) and Mjelde and Dixon

(1993) this was the only assumption used. It is noteworthy then that Lee et al. (1985)

found from the more general literature of agricultural decision analysis that models

incorporating elicited subjective probabilities had a higher level of predictive accuracy

than models using historical frequency distributions.

Bacquet et al. (1976) used 16 years of temperature records to determine a prior SPDF,

but also explored the effect on valuation of the forecasting system of assuming the

decision-maker had no prior information (ie., that P(6 k) is uniform).

Mjelde et al. (1988), Mjelde and Cochran (1988) and Mazzocco et al. (1992) used a

common set of assumptions regarding the prior SPDF for climatic conditions. For the

base case of each, the prior SPDF was derived from the frequency distribution relating

to climate conditions in 14 consecutive years. However, Tversky and Kahneman

21
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(1983) were cited among others as providing evidence that individuals may not

accurately assess historical frequencies in making decisions. Consequently three

additional prior SPDFs were derived in these studies, from assuming respectively that

climatic conditions in the current season will be (1) identical to those in the previous

one; (2) identical to those in the worst of the years in the data set (pessimistic); and (3)

identical to those in the best of the years in the data set (optimistic).

Use of historical climatic data to derive SPDFs in the ways described above raises a

number of issues. The first concerns the validity of using 'objective' historical data to

represent subjective beliefs of decision-makers. Subjective probability expresses an

individual's degree of belief regarding the occurrence of a particular state. It depends

on the information available to the individual as well as on the individual's

interpretation of that information (Norris and Kramer 1990).

Use of historical frequencies in decision analysis "involves a strong subjective

presumption that the historical structure is unchanged and is relevant to the specific

planning period under review" (Anderson et al. 1977). However, this presumption is

more defensible in relation to climate, despite hypothesised global warming, than it

would be for states pertaining to market variables such as interest rates or output prices.

Nevertheless, the above remarks by Norris and Kramer indicate that use of historical

frequencies also involves subjective presumptions that a decision-maker is fully

cognisant of, and chooses to use only, this information in framing a probability

distribution relevant to the planning period.

A second issue concerns the possibility of attributing value to a forecasting system

which is in fact partly (or largely) attributable to information embedded in the forecasts

which would have been available in their absence. This is particularly a danger in the

case posited by Bacquet et al. (1976) where the decision-maker was assumed to be

completely ignorant and in the case posited by Mjelde et al. (1988) in which the

decision-maker was assumed to believe that the previous season's climatic conditions

would be replicated in the current season.
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In the method of these studies it was implicitly assumed that gaining adoption of the

forecasting system is the only way of ameliorating ignorance regarding the climate.

This ignorance may in fact be more cost-effectively reduced by providing education

and information of other kinds (including clearly presented historical climate data). To

the extent that the implicit assumption in these studies is unrealistic, and thereby

exaggerates the marginal impact of the forecasts, the value of the forecasts will have

been over-estimated.

A further point to note is that in all the climate forecast valuation studies reviewed the

only source of risk represented in decision analysis was climatic risk. All other

parameters, including output prices, were assumed to be constant over the planning

period. As recognised by Mjelde et al. (1988) and Mjelde and Cochran (1988) this has

the added implication that possible price effects associated with the climatic risk faced

by the case study farmer are ignored. Such effects may occur (depending on price

elasticity of demand) where states of nature experienced by this individual are shared

across a significant proportion of his/her industry. To the extent that these price effects

are significant, failure to account for them means that the degree of risk with respect to

financial outcomes will be over-estimated and valuation of climate forecasting may be

biased as a result. However, the direction of this bias cannot be judged a priori since

there is no general monotonic relationship between the value of an information system

and the degree of uncertainty (Hilton 1981).

2.6 Modelling Farmer Choices

Applying the theory of information value expounded in Section 2.2.2 using the case

study approach requires identification of the actions that would be undertaken under

each state of nature when alternately the information is assumed to be used and not

used. All the studies reviewed valuing climate forecasts applied this theory and, in

doing so, assumed case study farmers make choices according to its logic.
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In Bacquet et al. (1976) and Byerlee and Anderson (1982) identification of the 'with

use' and 'without use' actions involved, after specifying all the constituent parameters,

only arithmetical solution of the equations presented in Section 2.2.2. In the remaining

studies, however, more complex decision models were developed to also account for

tactical choices arising as a season progresses and uncertain climatic events unfold.

Trebeck and Hardaker (1972), Hardaker et al. (1991), and Dorward (1994) have argued

that accuracy in modelling farmer behaviour requires explicit recognition of the tactical

choices that may arise sequentially during a season as the outcomes of risky events

become known. Hardaker et al. argued that most real decisions about farming systems

are subject to risks of this nature which are 'embedded' within the decision process

rather than appearing only after all decisions have already been made. Failure to model

tactical responses to embedded risk may result in the financial performance of a

farming system being substantially under-estimated (Kingwell et al. 1991).

Mjelde et al. (1988), Mjelde and Cochran (1988), Mazzocco et al. (1992) and Mjelde

and Dixon (1993) used decision models which allowed for tactical choices regarding

input application and harvesting at successive stages during a season associated with

increasing climate information. The models utilised a stochastic dynamic

programming framework which allowed for interdependence between decisions taken

at various stages, including the constraints imposed by decisions taken at one stage on

choices available in subsequent stages.

2.7 Summary

Attempts to value climate forecasting have been made in a number of previous studies.

The method in all of the studies reviewed involved application of expected utility

theory using a case study approach. This approach requires specification of the risk

attitude and the prior subjective probability distribution for outcomes of the decision-

maker.
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In only one of the studies surveyed was the risk attitude of a farmer directly elicited. In

the remaining cases a particular utility function encapsulating risk attitude was

assumed on the basis of previous research. In a number of these the sensitivity of the

value of forecasting to assumptions made regarding risk attitude was tested by

calculating the value across a range of utility functions.

In none of the studies surveyed was the prior probability distribution directly elicited.

Rather this distribution was assumed to be identical to an historical frequency

distribution. In some of the studies sensitivity testing with other assumptions about the

nature of this distribution was also undertaken.

The estimated value of climate forecasting is likely to be influenced by the way in

which the decision process is modelled. In particular, accurate estimation may require

that embedded risk be accounted for by modelling the sequential decision process

within which the climate forecasts arise.



3. Method and Data

3.1 Overview

The method chosen in this study to value climate forecasting involved application of

the theory of information value detailed in Section 2.2.2 according to the case study

approach described in Section 2.3. In this chapter the various steps involved in

adapting this approach, and obtaining the requisite data, for the forecasting system of

interest and for a particular decision environment are detailed.

3.2 The Case Study Enterprise

In evaluating a new technology it is generally not feasible to conduct experiments on

each individual farm within the domain at which it is targeted. The best that can

usually be achieved is evaluation of the technology in one or more case study situations

deemed to be representative of this domain. This approach can be used to identify

general guidelines regarding the value of the technology in particular circumstances

(Dillon and Hardaker 1980).

Case studies are frequently based not on actual farms but on 'representative' farms

defined in relation to modal situations (Barnard and Nix 1979). In these cases the data

used to construct models of representative farms are obtained from a variety of sources

including data collected from farmers and research data.

Research developing the climate forecasting system of interest in this study has to date

largely focussed on its use by farmers in the northern grain belt of eastern Australia.

This area extends across diverse terrain and climate from Dubbo in northern New

South Wales to Emerald in southern Queensland. It is subject to an extremely variable

subtropical climate (Woodruff 1992). According to Stone et al. (undated, p. 4),

"Rainfall is variable, summer dominant, and limiting, rarely exceeding evaporative
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demand in any month. Successful wheat cropping has developed by utilising soil water

stored during the summer fallow prior to the wheat crop". Hammer et al. (1987)

demonstrated using an agronomic simulation model that climate variability in this

region has a severe impact on wheat production. This finding was supported by

Scoccimarro et al. (1994, map 2b) who found the coefficient of variation of wheat yield

over the period 1978-79 to 1992-93 for most of this region (at greater than 0.53) to

have generally exceeded that for other grain growing regions in Australia.

The native fertility of the clay soils in this region on which wheat is mostly grown

originally provided a sufficient supply of mineralised soil nitrogen following the

summer fallow to allow production of Prime Hard wheat which attracts a significant

price premium (Stone et al. undated). However, continuous cropping has resulted in

declining soil fertility (Dalai and Mayer 1987) and a corresponding increased need for

nitrogen fertiliser. Nitrogen application involves added financial variability for a

farmer as profit may be enhanced or reduced depending on whether the season is good

enough that the fertiliser adds to yields (Stone et al. undated).

The planting window of about four months (April to July) in this region for winter

crops is long but insecure. However, the optimal planting window is much shorter due

to the desirability of capitalising on a very short optimal window for flowering, which

is limited by low radiation receipt and frosting on one side (with consequent risk of

grain damage if frosts occur after flowering) and rapidly rising temperatures and

evaporative demand on the other (Woodruff 1992). The optimum planting time is

considered to be May. For instance, the probability in the Goondiwindi district of a

minimum temperature of -3.2°C or lower at head height at flowering or later (which is

likely to cause some grain damage) for the variety Janz (with a medium length varietal

development pattern) is 69 per cent if planted on April 15 but only 8 per cent if planted

on May 15 (Lawrence 1993). Wheat in this region is normally harvested from October

to November.

Choice among cultivars according to their varietal development pattern provides

farmers with some control over flowering date despite the stochastic nature of planting
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opportunities. The variety Sunbri (with a very slow varietal development pattern)

planted around Goondiwindi on April 15 has a 21 per cent chance of a minimum

temperature of -3.2°C or lower at flowering or later compared with 69 per cent for Janz

(Lawrence 1993). Choices of planting time, varietal development pattern and fertiliser

strategy within this environment therefore involve complex decisions (Woodruff

1992).

Accounting for this complexity requires in-depth analysis of the situation of individual

decision-makers. Time and resource limitations required that the evaluation in this

study be limited to an in-depth analysis of one such situation.

The decision was therefore taken to undertake a case study relating to a representative

wheat grower located near Goondiwindi in the Western Downs/Maranoa district of

southern Queensland. This choice was made because (1) farm-level physical and

financial data for this district were available from a recent survey of grain growers by

Smith (1995a,b); (2) this district included the highest number of wheat growers of any

of the Queensland districts surveyed in that study; and (3) simulation data relating

agronomic performance of wheat growing at Goondiwindi to historical climatic

conditions were readily available as a result of preliminary studies (Stone and Hammer

1992; Hammer 1994; Stone et al. undated) of benefits from the forecasting system

having focussed on wheat growing at this location.

Smith (1995a) estimated that wheat was grown on 1,266 farms in the Western

Downs/Maranoa district over the period covered by the survey (1987-88 to 1992-93).

This population was stratified into three groups for survey sampling and analysis, on

the basis of average wheat growing area over the period 1987-88 to 1989-90. The

modal stratum was that classified as 'small wheat area' (0-200 hectares), and this group

accounted for 769 (61 per cent) of farms in the district population. Due to the

heterogeneity of farms within the full district population, it was decided to focus the

case study on a farm representative of this 'small wheat area' stratum.
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Average property size for this group was estimated to be 2,083 hectares (ha). The

average area cropped per year over 1990-91 to 1992-93 was 338 ha, of which wheat

accounted for 217 ha and other winter crops accounted for 113 ha. (The fact that this

wheat area lies outside the stratum boundary of 0-200 ha is explained by wheat areas

over the period 1990-91 to 1992-93 being higher than those over the period 1987-88 to

1989-90 used as the basis for allocating farms among strata). Average area of summer

crops was only 8 ha. The area not cropped was used for pasture, of which only one per

cent was improved on average (Smith 1995a,b).

Farm business equity on average was $825,816 in 1992-93, corresponding with an

equity ratio of 87 per cent. Farm business profit (farm cash income plus lease

payments less depreciation and the value of operator and family labour, where farm

cash income is the difference between total cash receipts and total cash payments)

averaged $5,256 over 1987-88 to 1989-90, when annual rainfall in this district was 26

per cent higher than the long-term average, and minus $8,123 over 1990-91 to 1992-93,

when annual rainfall was 30 per cent below the long-term average. Cropping receipts

on average accounted for 35 per cent of total receipts over 1990-91 to 1992-93, of

which 88 per cent was accounted for by wheat receipts. Of the 77 person weeks of

labour utilised per farm on average, only four per cent was hired (Smith 1995a,b).

Long-term average rainfall at Goondiwindi of 621 millimetres (mm) per year is

summer-dominant with 19 per cent occurring in winter, 24 per cent in spring, 34 per

cent in summer and 23 per cent in autumn. Evaporation on average peaks at 10.1 mm

per day in December and reaches its lowest at 2.8 mm per day in June.

Whole-farm evaluation of a technology such as climate forecasting obviously has the

attraction of completeness. Unless there are interdependencies between a particular

activity/enterprise and others within the farm, however, valuation of the technology by

considering only its effects on that activity/enterprise will not give a biased result. If

this activity/enterprise is interdependent with others, however, a biased result can be

expected. The form of this interdependence may involve positive interaction such as

complementarity or jointness, or negative interaction due to competition among
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activities/enterprises for farm resources in fixed supply (eg. land, labour, working

capital). Where such interdependence exists, modelling the effect of the technology on

the whole-farm system is the ideal approach (Ghodake and Hardaker 1981).

A partial approach may, however, be more appropriate than a whole-farm approach

where it is believed that the increase in accuracy obtained from moving to a more

complex whole-farm approach would not be sufficient to satisfy Rae's (1971) criterion

(expressed in relation to use of discrete stochastic programming) wherein added

benefits from increased accuracy need to exceed the added costs of data collection and

model construction, testing and solution. In fact, none of the studies valuing climate

forecasting that were reviewed looked at consequences for the whole-farm system.

Bacquet et al. (1976) focussed on the pear enterprise within orchards, Byerlee and

Anderson (1982) looked only at the fodder conservation activity within a wool

production enterprise and Mjelde et al. (1988), Mjelde and Cochran (1988), Mazzocco

et al. (1992) and Mjelde and Dixon (1993) studied only the maize enterprise of a farm.

No justification for this partial approach was offered in any of the studies.

It was decided in this study also to use a partial approach, focussing on the wheat

enterprise of the representative farm. This approach was chosen because: (1) climatic

risk is embedded in the decision process and therefore sequential decision modelling

was believed critical to reasonably accurate valuation of climate information such as

forecasts; (2) modelling of the sequential decision process for all enterprises in the

whole-farm system would have been highly complex and beyond the time and

resources available for the study; (3) wheat represents the major crop in Western

Downs/Maranoa and agronomic simulation data for it were readily available; and (4)

ways could be devised to approximate the whole-farm consequences of decisions and

outcomes within the wheat enterprise and thereby minimise any bias due to the

partiality of the approach.

The whole farm consequences referred to under (4) were (a) additions to livestock feed

in the event of deciding to abandon a crop due to a poor season and (b) after harvest

residues of nitrogen applied to a wheat crop which become available for the following
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winter crop in the rotation. The method of accounting for the livestock feed

consequences is detailed in Appendix 3 in Sections A3.2 and A3.3 and the method of

accounting for residual nitrogen is detailed in Section A3.1.1. Note that consequences

for summer cropping in the season immediately following wheat harvest were not

included since, as noted above, very little cropping occurs during summer in this

region.

3.3 The Farmer's Decision Problem

As noted in Section 1.3, the climate forecasting system of interest has skill in

predicting both rainfall and frost occurrence during a season. Stone et al. (undated)

suggested that the skill in rainfall prediction would be of benefit to wheat growers in

the northern grain belt by allowing them to manipulate rates of nitrogen fertiliser

application, and also time of harvesting so as to avoid quality losses from weather-

damaged wheat due to rain during harvest. They also suggested that the skill in frost

prediction could benefit wheat growers in this region by allowing them to manipulate

their choice/s of wheat variety according to varietal development pattern. This is

because there are significant yield advantages in this environment associated with a

wheat crop flowering earlier - as long as a frost does not occur after flowering.

The focus in this study was limited to assessing the value of the climate forecasting

system to wheat growers in terms of the scope it provides for manipulating nitrogen

application rates and choice of wheat variety. Benefits in terms of manipulation of

harvest timing were not accounted for due to (1) agronomic advice that the benefits in

terms of the nitrogen and variety decisions were likely to be significantly greater (pers.

comm., G. Hammer, Queensland Department of Primary Industries, Toowoomba, May

1995), and (2) the considerably greater modelling complexity this would have

introduced. It needs to be recognised, however, that non-consideration of this class of

benefits introduced a downward bias to the valuation of the forecasting system.
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The sequence of decisions relevant to this focus is represented in the form of an outline

decision tree in Figure 3.1. Options branch from decision nodes which are denoted by

squares, and states branch from event nodes which are denoted by circles. The

decision tree is in outline form insofar as the forks at some of the decision and event

nodes (ie., those with three prongs joined by an arc) symbolically represent a larger

number of discrete options or states. The sequence of decisions and states proceeds

chronologically from the left of the figure to the right. To simplify exposition, the

figure focuses on the decision problem for a single land unit, say one paddock. The

representative farm was in fact assumed to consist of three paddocks (see Section 3.7).

The first decision node relates to whether the farmer obtains the forecast which is

available prior to the time at which a planting opportunity occurs. If the farmer does

obtain the forecast, an event node follows relating to the type of forecast which is

issued (ie., which of the five phases of the Southern Oscillation is identified). This

symbolic event node thus represents a node which forks into five branches.

Another event node follows relating to the conditions occurring at planting. These

conditions relate to the time of a planting opportunity and levels of moisture and

mineralised nitrogen in the soil at that time. With five possible times of planting

opportunity, two levels of soil moisture and two levels of soil nitrogen (see Section

3.5.2), this symbolic event node represents a node which forks into 20 branches. If the

farmer does not obtain the forecast, the event node relating to type of forecast is

irrelevant; so along this (upper) branch of the decision tree the event node relating to

planting conditions immediately follows the first decision node.

Next along each branch is a decision node relating to options available at 'stage 1' of

the wheat growing season. These options concern the level of nitrogen applied

concurrently with planting and the choice of variety according to its development

pattern.

Nitrogen application in the northern grain belt is largely restricted to planting time

because rainfall in spring is generally too erratic to be relied upon for topdressing at
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this stage in response to a promising start to a season (pers. comm., G. Hammer, May

1995). The decision model developed in the study (see Section 3.8) allowed for choice

among eleven nitrogen application rates at planting time, increasing in either 20

kilogram per hectare (kg/ha) or 25 kg/ha increments depending on the assumed set of

planting conditions.

The decision model also allowed for choice at planting time among three varieties

differing in development pattern. The particular varietal development patterns were

conditional upon the assumed set of planting conditions (see Section 3.5.3). The

option of not planting, thereby continuing the fallow commenced in summer, was also

accounted for in the model.

With three varietal development patterns, each with eleven possible nitrogen

application rates, as well as the option of maintaining a fallow to choose from in the

situation modelled, the symbolic stage 1 decision node represents a node which forks

into 34 branches. The stage 1 decision node is identical whether or not a forecast has

been obtained. In fact, the entire section of the decision tree subsequent to (ie., to the

right of) the planting conditions event node if a forecast has been obtained is exactly

the same as the corresponding section if a forecast has not been obtained.

As noted in Section 3.2, climatic risk is often embedded within a decision process such

that there are possibilities for various tactical responses to climate events and their

consequences as they progressively unfold during a season. The decision process of

interest, relating to wheat growing in the northern grain belt, does allow for

unsuccessful consequences of options taken at planting time to be at least partly

mitigated by utilising tactical opportunities arising later in the season.

Opportunities for tactical choice at two stages subsequent to planting were accordingly

accounted for in a sequential decision model (see Section 3.8). A symbolic event node

relating to in-crop dry matter dry matter production prior to flowering is included in the

figure to the immediate right of the stage 1 decision node. Four categories of pre-
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flowering dry matter production were distinguished in this study. This symbolic event

node thus represents a node which forks into four branches.

This event node is followed by a decision node relating to options available at the time

of flowering in early spring (stage 2). The choice at flowering was that of whether a

crop planted at stage 1 should be maintained, or abandoned in view of a poor season

having been experienced and the consequent probability of a profitable harvest being

low. A decision to abandon a crop would not only avoid the cost of harvesting but also

may be expected to provide cost savings due to livestock gaining access to added feed

in what is likely to be a feed-shortage situation.

The stage 2 decision node is followed by a symbolic event node relating to the

agronomic outcome of decisions made at stage 2 (ie., depending on the type of season

experienced between flowering and grain maturity). Any of the 98 post-flowering

season types in the historical record could occur at this node. This symbolic event

node thus represents a node which forks into 98 branches.

This event node is followed by a decision node relating to options available at the time

of grain maturity in mid to late spring (stage 3). The choice at grain maturity was

whether a particular crop maintained to that stage should be harvested or abandoned in

light of the marginal costs and revenues of harvesting, noting that the marginal cost of

harvesting includes the opportunity cost of grazing feed foregone.

Note that the 'terminal' options from which payoffs arise are 'maintain fallow' (at

stage 1), 'graze crop' (at stage 2), 'graze crop' (at stage 3) and 'harvest crop' (at stage

3). The remaining options are precursors to terminal options and therefore do not

directly generate payoffs.

In summary, the decision model constructed to identify the representative farmer's

prior actions (Ai) and Bayes' actions (AO allowed for sequential choices among

possible options at three stages during the wheat growing season. The method by

which these decisions were modelled is detailed in Section 3.8.



3.4 Risk Attitude

As noted in Section 2.4, application of the theory of information value using the case

study approach requires the risk attitude of the decision-maker to be specified in the

form of a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function. Risk attitude is instrumental

both in identifying the prior and Bayes' action sets as well as in converting the

estimated effect of information on expected utility into a monetary value.

The approach used to account for risk attitude in this study was approach (2) discussed

in Section 2.3. A constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) functional form was used for

the representative farmer. As noted in Section 2.4, Pope and Just (1991) provided

evidence that this form better explained farmer behaviour than the constant absolute

risk aversion (CARA) form used in much of previous agricultural decision analysis

literature. Sensitivity of the estimated value of the forecasting system to variation in

the risk attitude assumed for the representative farmer was tested by judiciously

varying the coefficient of relative risk aversion, Rr, in this functional form (see

equation 2.6 in Section 2.2.2).

Aversion to risk has been found to be the attitude most commonly observed among

farmers (eg., Bond and Wonder 1980; Bardsley and Harris 1987). To test the effect of

increasing risk aversion on the value of the forecasting system, sensitivity testing was

performed using two alternate 'risk-averse' settings for Rr. Anderson and Dillon

(1992, p. 55) noted that "speculations as to likely values of (Rr) have ranged from about

unity to two" but that "values as small as 0.5 might be presumed if an individual were

regarded as hardly concerned at all with risk".

Accordingly a value for Rr of 1.5 was chosen in this study to represent the attitude of a

typically risk-averse farmer and a value of 0.75 to represent a farmer who is less risk-

averse than typical. In addition, in order to value the forecasting system for a risk-

indifferent farmer, and also to assess the error that would result if an assumption of risk

indifference were made despite the representative farmer actually being risk-averse, the

forecasting system was also valued setting Rr to zero. In this case the CARA
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functional form is equivalent to a linear form which describes a farmer objective to

maximise expected monetary outcome.

Terminal (ie., end of wheat season) wealth, W, was specified as the argument of the

utility function, where W = Wo + P, Wo is initial wealth and P is annual profit. This

formulation was chosen as it allows the study to be subsequently extended to examine

the effect on the estimated value of the forecasting system of various levels of assumed

initial wealth, given that a CRRA formulation represents decreasing absolute risk

aversion with increasing Wo.

Since this study focussed on the effects on profit of decisions made regarding only the

wheat enterprise, it was inappropriate to define Wo as the initial level of total farm

wealth. Use of total wealth in this case would overstate the level of 'financial security'

the farmer has in dealing with risks of wheat growing, since this security is required

also to deal with risks of running non-wheat enterprises, and thereby lead to the

representative farmer being modelled as less risk-averse than would actually be the

case.

This issue was resolved by apportioning to the wheat enterprise a share of total initial

equity equal to the farmer's estimated 'stake' in this enterprise. This stake was defined

as that portion of total farm equity required to run the wheat enterprise. The method of

calculation was as follows. Capital investment data for the representative farm were

obtained from Table 59 in Smith (1995b) which refers to average investment in various

items over 1990-91 to 1992-93. The proportion of cropping plant allocated to the

wheat enterprise was 100 per cent. The corresponding proportion for motor vehicle

and tractor plant was 80 per cent and for livestock it was zero. The proportion for the

combined set of buildings, fixed improvements and land was assumed to be equal to

the share of average total cash receipts over 1990-91 to 1992-93 (obtained from Table

57 in Smith (1995b)) contributed by the wheat enterprise.
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This latter proportion was calculated to be 31 per cent (despite wheat accounting for

only 10 per cent of total land use). The rationale for this final apportionment was that:
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(1) economic theory suggests that the value of land (which accounted for 84 per cent of

the combined asset value of these three items) relates to its expected contribution to

future profits; (2) hence the contribution by a particular enterprise to the land value of a

property can be estimated pro rata to its estimated contribution to expected future

profits; (3) its contribution to expected future profits can be approximated by its recent

historical contribution to profits; and (4) its recent historical contribution to profits can

be approximated by its recent historical contribution to total cash receipts. This last,

and possibly most contentious, line of reasoning was necessitated by a lack of data with

which to estimate recent contributions by the wheat enterprise to the total profit of the

representative farm.

The farmer's equity stake in the wheat enterprise was then calculated by multiplying

the sum over all capital items of values apportioned to this enterprise by the equity

ratio for the representative farm of 87 per cent (see Section 3.2). The resulting estimate

of initial wealth staked in the wheat enterprise was $225,073.

It is recognised that this method assumes perfect covariance among the profits of all

enterprises. Thus the farmer would never be in a situation whereby if wheat growing

were faring poorly s/he could draw upon his/her stake in another enterprise faring more

successfully. Since covariance in reality is less than perfect, the farmer's security in

relation to wheat growing is underestimated by calculating as above his/her stake in the

wheat enterprise. By underestimating the farmer's security, his/her level of risk

aversion will be overstated. This problem was anticipated, and addressed to some

extent, by inflating apportionment of cropping plant value to the wheat enterprise (100

per cent of the value of this plant was apportioned to wheat despite it accounting for

only 88 per cent of cropping cash receipts).

The coefficient of absolute risk aversion, R, corresponding with the level of Wo equal to

$225,073 when Rr = 0.75, is 3.3 x 10-6 . For Rr = 1.5 the corresponding value of R is

6.7 x 10-6. This range compares favourably with the range of 2 x 10 -6 to 6 x 10-6 used

in Patten et al. (1988), with the range of 3 x 10 -6 to 5 x 10-6 used in Kingwell (1994b)

and with the point value of 3 x 10 -6 used in Kingwell and Schilizzi (1994).



3.5 Subjective Probabilities

3.5.1 Agronomic simulation

Application of the theory of information value using the case study approach requires

specification of prior and posterior SPDFs, P(Ok) and P(OkIZj) respectively, for the

various possible states of nature, Ok. With this study valuing climate forecasts, the

states of nature of obvious relevance are climatic states. The data available for this

study, however, related not to climatic states per se but to their simulated agronomic

consequences for wheat grown in the vicinity of Goondiwindi. States of nature were

therefore defined in this study in terms of the agronomic consequences associated with

underlying climatic states. The derivation of these agronomic data and their use in

specifying prior and posterior SPDFs is described in this section.

Agronomic consequences of climatic states of nature experienced over the 98-year

period 1894 to 1991 were simulated and provided by staff of the Agricultural

Production Systems Research Unit (involving collaboration between Queensland

Department of Primary Industries and CSIRO) located at Toowoomba. The simulation

was performed by utilising the wheat module of the Agricultural Production Simulation

Model (APSIM) developed by the Unit (McCown et al., in press).

The simulation accounted for conditions experienced at time of planting (Section

3.5.2), varietal development pattern (Section 3.5.3) and rate of nitrogen applied at

planting (see Section 3.3).

The per hectare data provided regarding agronomic consequences of climatic states

experienced in each year of the historical series related to: dry matter at flowering; dry

matter at grain maturity; grain yield; grain protein; and residual mineralised soil

nitrogen at grain maturity. These data were required to calculate the payoffs associated

with the decision set discussed in Section 3.3. Thus 98 observations were available for

each of these parameters.
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The simulation did not account for limitations to crop growth other than from climatic

conditions, soil nitrogen availability and varietal genetic potential. Not accounting for

limitations such as weeds, diseases and mice, meant that simulated grain yields were

considerably greater than top yields recorded in the district. Simulated grain yields

were accordingly deflated by a fixed factor of 35 per cent, which was calculated as the

percentage by which top district yields of around 5 t/ha (pers. comm., D. Woodruff,

Wheat Research Institute, Toowoomba, September 1995) were lower than top yields of

around 7.7 t/ha simulated by APSIM. Deflation of simulated yields using a percentage

factor, according to which the absolute difference between top actual and top simulated

yields increases as climatic conditions improve, was preferred to a method of deducting

a constant amount because it better reflects reality wherein good climatic seasons are

often good not only for crops but also for their competitors and predators (pers. comm.,

G. Hammer, August 1995).

The APSIM data provided did not account for frost effects. The impact of frosts on

grain yield and quality was accounted for in this study by the method described in

Appendix 1.

The APSIM simulation of grain yield and grain protein for a given level of soil

nitrogen assumed a relationship between them as reported in Woodruff (1992). The

effect on grain protein of grain yield losses due to frost damage was assumed on the

advice of G. Hammer (pers. comm., July 1995) to be also governed by this relationship.

This meant that the financial impact of a loss of grain yield due to frost damage was

modelled as being offset to some extent by a corresponding increase in grain protein.

3.5.2 Planting conditions

Agronomic performance of a wheat crop during a season depends not only on nitrogen

application rate, choice of varietal type and climatic conditions during the season but

also on the conditions under which the crop is planted. Planting date and soil moisture

and mineralised soil nitrogen as at that date are particularly significant among the



planting conditions affecting wheat growing in the northern grain belt (Woodruff

1992).

Historical data for these parameters were not available. However, climatic conditions

in this region during a wheat growing season are independent of planting conditions of

the types listed above (pers. comm., R. Stone, July 1995). The approach adopted was

therefore to (1) specify multiple sets of planting conditions to represent the variability

of these conditions in this environment; and (2) for each set of planting conditions, run

a separate agronomic simulation for the complete 98-year period.

The choice of planting dates was as follows (pers. comm., G. Hammer, July 1995). All

possible planting dates within the feasible planting window were identified by

examining the historical daily rainfall record. A possible planting date required a

rainfall event (rain events of at least 15 and 30 mm in excess of evaporation were both

examined) and a subsequent period dry enough for mechanical sowing (15 mm

evaporation in excess of rain). A cumulative frequency distribution for all possible

sowing dates was compiled and five planting dates, representing the 10, 30, 50, 70 and

90 percentile values of this distribution were selected as those to be represented in the

simulations. These dates were 15th May, 26th May, 3rd June, 15th June and 28th June.

Each of these dates can thus be viewed as representing 20 per cent of the planting dates

utilised over the historical period of interest.

Two levels of soil moisture available to a wheat crop at planting were analysed. These

were 50 and 80 per cent of the 210 mm available water-holding capacity of a black

earth soil. These levels were estimated as representing the 10 and 90 percentile values

of the relevant historical cumulative frequency distribution (pers. comm., G. Hammer,

July 1995).

Two levels of mineralised soil nitrogen available to a wheat crop at planting were also

used, again estimated as representing the 10 and 90 percentile values of the relevant

historical cumulative frequency distribution. These levels were 40 kg/ha and 70 kg/ha

(pers. comm., G. Hammer, July 1995).
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With five planting dates, two soil moisture levels and two soil nitrogen levels, there

were 20 sets of planting conditions accounted for in separate agronomic simulations.

3.5.3 Varietal types

Three types of wheat distinguished by varietal development pattern were chosen for

each planting date. The selection was designed so that at least one of the three varietal

types in each set flowered sufficiently early that the relative frequency of a frost on or

after the date of flowering was no greater than 20 per cent. In contrast to this slow

maturing type for which relative frequency of frost damage is relatively low, fast and

medium maturing types were also selected for each planting date, for which the relative

frequency of frost damage was relatively high and moderate respectively.

Since the varietal types specified for each planting date represented those of existing

genotypes, it was not possible to specify types for each planting date such that relative

frequencies of frost damage were similar across planting dates. With early planting

dates, for instance, the relative frequency of frost damage across the set of three types

was higher than was the case for the later planting dates.

3.5.4 Prior subjective probabilities for stage 1 decisions

The prior SPDF for agronomic states of nature was derived by assuming that the

representative farmer judges that the best possible prediction for agronomic outcomes

in the imminent season is obtained by assuming that each of the simulated sets of

agronomic outcomes at a particular decision stage of each wheat season from 1894 to

1991 is equally likely to recur. That is, P(Okb) = 1/98 for k = 1 to 98 and b = 1 to 3,

where ekb represents the stage b state of nature corresponding with the kth season.

The validity of this assumption depends in turn on the applicability of a number of

other propositions. These are:
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(1) the farmer believes that the results of the agronomic simulation process detailed

in Section 3.5.1 reflects what would occur on his/her property;

(2) the farmer believes that predictive accuracy for the imminent season is

maximised by utilising the full 98-year sample; and

(3) the farmer believes that predictive accuracy is maximised by treating each

observation in this sample as equally probable of recurring.

Proposition (1) was considered justified by reason of the relevant benefits for valuing

the climate forecasting system of interest being limited to those that are marginal to

benefits provided by technologies such as WHEATMAN and RAINMAN already

accessible by the representative farmer. Farmers in the northern grain belt already can

analyse climatic data for this 98-year period using the computerised RAINMAN

decision support system available from the Queensland Department of Primary

Industries (Murphy 1993; Stone 1994). WHEATMAN, another computerised decision

support system, is available to northern wheat growers to enable them to simulate

agronomic outcomes of the interaction between cropping decisions, planting conditions

and climate conditions (Murphy 1993; Woodruff 1992). Although different from the

APSIM module, use of WHEATMAN by farmers could be expected to estimate

agronomic consequences that are reasonably consistent with those estimated in this

study using APSIM.

Propositions (2) and (3) were justified on the basis that (a) it is reasonable to assume

that the farmer believes that there has been no structural change in climatic patterns

between the commencement of the 98-year period and the imminent season; and (b) the

farmer was assumed to utilise no other type of climate forecasting system. These

propositions were also justified because a rational decision-maker (c) would seek to

maximise the size of sample so as to maximise predictive accuracy; and (d) derive the

probability distribution directly from the historical frequency distribution in order to

maximise predictive accuracy. As a result of access to the decision support systems

discussed above, availability bias under which "an event which is more easily

remembered, whether through a recent experience or a more vivid experience, may be
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judged to have a higher frequency than a less-remembered event of an equal frequency"

(Norris and Kramer 1990, p. 135-6), was assumed to be overcome.

In summary, the representative farmer for which the climate forecasts were valued was

assumed already to be making rational use of 'state of the art' information technology

when assessing the prior SPDF of the agronomic states of nature. The estimated value

of the climate forecasting system of interest therefore accounts only for benefits that

are additional to those that can be obtained from the technology already available.

3.5.5 Posterior probabilities for stage 1 decisions

In the decision problem detailed in Section 3.3, information additional to that

accounted for in prior SPDFs becomes available in the form of (1) a seasonal climate

forecast by the time of planting opportunity (stage 1); and (2) the mass of dry matter

accumulated in a crop by the time of flowering (stage 2). Consistency with the theory

of information value in applying a case study approach requires that prior SPDFs for

stages 1 and 2 be revised in the light of this additional information to obtain posterior

probability distributions.

The conventional approach by which this is achieved is, as detailed in Section 2.2.2,

use of Bayes' formula to revise P(O kb) using the conditional probability distribution of

each forecast relative to each state of nature, P(Zilekb), thereby obtaining the posterior

probability distribution P(O kblZi). Since in this study there are 98 possible states,

P(Okb) =1/98 for all k and b, and since the type of forecast that would have been

historically associated with each state can be determined by "hindcasting" (Stone et al.

undated, p. 11), it is simpler to derive the same result by partitioning the states

according to their associated forecast type. The posterior probabilities of all states

partitioned according to the same forecast type are then the same, all equal to the

reciprocal of the number of states within that partition.

As previously reported in Section 1.3 there are five possible forecast types associated

with the climate forecasting system being valued, each corresponding with a particular
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phase of the Southern Oscillation (Stone et al. undated). The forecasts assumed to

apply for all planting dates other than the earliest (15 May) were assumed to

correspond with phases identified at the end of May. These forecasts were assumed to

apply for the 26 May planting date since they should be able to be confidently

anticipated by the farmer by that stage. Forecasts corresponding with phases identified

at the end of April were assumed to apply for the 15 May planting date.

The numbers of states hindcast as having being associated with end-April and end-May

phases 1 to 5 are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1:	 Historical frequency of end-April and end-May Southern
Oscillation phases

Time that	 Phase
phase
identified	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 

End-April	 14	 23	 13	 16	 32

End-May	 13	 21	 14	 24	 26

The probability of Southern Oscillation phase 1 being identified at the end of April, for

instance, is therefore 14/98. The 14 historical states hindcast as having been associated

with this phase type each have a posterior probability equal to 1/14 of recurring in the

imminent season.

3.5.6 Prior subjective probabilities for stage 2 decisions

As noted in Section 3.5.5, information additional to that available at stage 1 becomes

available by stage 2. This information is in the form of a farmer's observation

regarding the mass of dry matter accumulated in a crop at the time of flowering. Prior

subjective probability distributions for stage 2 decisions are thus conditional upon dry

matter information at stage 2. They are therefore actually posterior distributions, but in



this study they are referred to as prior distributions since they are assessed prior to

availability of information from the climate forecasting system.

In order to deduce the prior probability distributions that the representative farmer

would utilise for stage 2 decisions, it was necessary to develop a scheme of forecasts

regarding stage 3 outcomes based on the stage 2 knowledge regarding dry matter

production. The method that was devised relied on calculating for each of the 98 states

the average of dry matter production over the three varietal types under a particular set

of planting conditions. The averaging was on an unweighted basis since the choice the

farmer would make in the event of each state recurring could not be determined at this

stage of the study. A cumulative density function was constructed from these data and

quartile values of average dry matter production were determined.

Each of the 98 states was then partitioned according to its calculated average dry matter

value into one of the four dry matter classes bounded by the quartile values. The

number of states thus allocated to the "low", "mid-low", "mid-high" and "high" dry

matter classes were 24, 25, 25 and 24 respectively. The prior probabilities of all states

partitioned according to the same dry matter class were thus identical, all equal to the

reciprocal of the number of states within that class. Thus the 24 historical states

hindcast as having been associated with the low dry matter class each have a prior

probability equal to 1/24 of recurring in the imminent season.

A forecasting scheme for use at stage 2 was thereby devised, comprising four forecast

types, where applicability of a particular forecast type in a given season depends on

average dry matter production as at stage 2 of that season.

3.5.7 Posterior probabilities for stage 2 decisions

The climate forecasting system of interest may also be able to benefit decisions made at

stage 2. The possibility of partitioning the historical states allocated to a particular dry

matter class according to the phase of the Southern Oscillation hindcast as having been

associated with those states, thereby deriving a posterior probability distribution for
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stage 2 decisions, was therefore considered. With only 24 or 25 states in each dry

matter class, however, partitioning a class according to the five Southern Oscillation

phases would have left too few states per partition to allow adequate representation of

these distributions.

Hence the probabilities utilised by the representative farmer for stage 2 decisions were

assumed to be the prior probabilities discussed in Section 3.5.6, irrespective of whether

the climate forecasting system was used.

3.5.8 Probabilities for stage 3 decisions

It was assumed that agronomic states of nature at stage 3 are known by the

representative farmer with certainty when making stage 3 decisions. For instance, it

was assumed that the farmer knows the grain yield and quality outcomes of harvesting

when deciding whether to harvest. Thus it was not necessary to specify probability

distributions with respect to these decisions.

3.6 Monetary Consequences

The next step in applying the case study approach was to identify the monetary

consequence (or net payoff) of each option available at stage b given season k. Where

an option at stage b was a terminal option as identified in Section 3.3 (ie., 'maintain

fallow' where b = 1, 'graze crop' where b = 2, and 'graze crop' and 'harvest crop'

where b = 3) this required only straightforward budgeting. However, for the remaining

(ie., precursor) options this also involved the more complex process of identifying the

`follow-on' options that would be chosen in the subsequent stage/s as well as budgeting

the net payoffs of these follow-on options.

In order to calculate the net payoff from choosing a particular planting option at stage 1

given season k, for instance, it was necessary to identify whether the farmer would at

stage 2 decide to maintain or graze the crop planted under that option given state 0k2
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and, if s/he does maintain the crop, whether the crop would be harvested or grazed at

stage 3 given state 0k3 . Likewise, in order to calculate the net payoff from choosing at

stage 2 to maintain a particular crop planted at stage 1 given season k, it was necessary

to identify whether the farmer would decide to graze or harvest the crop at stage 3

given state 0k3.

Identifying the follow-on options that would subsequently be chosen if a particular

option were chosen at stage b involved applying backward induction or "averaging out

and folding back" (Anderson et al. 1977, p. 125) to the decision tree represented in

Figure 3.1. This involved the following steps:

(1) Assign subjective probabilities to the event branches to the right of the stage b

decision node.

(2) Attach net payoffs to the terminal branches by accounting for (a) the cumulative

cost of all branches up to the terminal branch from the stage b decision node,

and (b) the outcomes of those branches.

(3) Working leftward from the terminal branches, replace the events at each event

node by their expected monetary values (EMV), the option with the highest

EMV being the preferred alternative at each decision node.

A detailed description of how option net payoffs were calculated is provided in

Appendix 3.

The benchmark farm-gate return for ASW quality wheat (10 per cent protein) was

assumed to be $125/t. Benchmark farm-gate returns for the Prime Hard (13 per cent

protein), Australian Hard (11.5 per cent protein) and Feed grades of $175/t, $140/t and

$80/t respectively were chosen as representative of the returns that might be expected

on average in the foreseeable future. For each grade other than Feed grade, an

adjustment of $5 per one percentage point deviation in protein above the grade

benchmark and, in the case only of ASW wheat, below the benchmark, also applied.

For Prime Hard wheat, this applied to protein levels over the range 13-16 per cent. For

Australian Hard wheat, the relevant protein range was 11.5-12.9 per cent. For ASW
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wheat, the relevant range of protein levels was 6-11.4 per cent (pers. comm, T. Annis-

Brown, Australian Wheat Board, Moree, July 1995).

3.7 Identifying the Optimal Actions With and Without

Forecasts

In Section 3.3 a sequential decision process in which a farmer has the opportunity of

making choices at three distinct stages of a wheat growing season was outlined.

Described in this section is the method by which the choices made at each of these

stages were identified. The method was based on the expected utility framework

presented in Section 2.2.2 and sought to identify the choice the farmer would make at

each stage of the imminent season under two alternative scenarios: (a) the farmer does

not make use of the climate forecasting system; and (b) the farmer does make use of it.

In accordance with the terminology of Section 2.2.2, the action taken under scenario (a)

is the prior optimal action, and the actions taken in response to each forecast type under

scenario (b) are the Bayes' actions.

At this point it should be noted that the choice at each stage is not between mutually

exclusive options. For instance, planting an early maturing varietal type at stage 1 with

60 kg/ha of nitrogen fertiliser does not preclude the farmer planting one or more other

wheat crops associated with a different varietal type and/or a different fertiliser rate.

Nor does it preclude part of the wheat growing area being maintained under fallow. In

the case of a risk-averse decision-maker, maximisation of expected utility may indeed

be achieved by pursuing a diversification strategy if the consequences of the options

are not perfectly correlated (Anderson et al. 1977). Since in this study the effect of the

representative farmer being risk-averse was examined, it was therefore necessary to

make a distinction between an action, which might involve choosing more than one

option at a particular stage, and an option.

A wheat grower's flexibility to diversify among available options is characteristically

limited, however, by existing paddock sizes and by the additional demands on
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management of running multiple crops with differing requirements. The area of 210 ha

assumed to be available within the representative farm for wheat cropping (rounded

from the average wheat growing area of 217 ha reported in Section 3.2) was

accordingly assumed to be comprised of three 70 ha paddocks, and the farmer was thus

limited to choosing a maximum of three options at any particular stage (pers. comm.,

G. Hammer, September 1995).

Identification of the optimal action/s and under scenarios (a) and (b) in this study was

achieved automatically by means of a sequential decision model. Details of this model

are presented in the following section.

3.8 The Sequential Decision Model

The sequential decision model was composed of three mathematical programs (MPs),

each representing one of the three stages of the sequential decision process assumed to

be experienced by the farmer. Each MP was designed to identify, for the relevant

decision stage, the action that would maximise expected utility in the imminent season.

The particular MP formulation used was direct expected utility maximising nonlinear

programming (DEMP) as proposed by Lambert and McCarl (1985). This formulation

was ideally suited to this study since (a) it is consistent with expected utility theory;

(b) the only restriction on the form of the utility function is that it be concave or quasi-

concave in order to ensure that a global optimum is located; and (c) the subjective

probability function for option net payoffs can be directly represented using data

sampled from the historical record, thereby (i) avoiding the need to assume a

distributional form (eg., quadratic programming requires that normally distributed net

payoffs be assumed); and (ii) implicitly capturing correlations among net payoffs of the

various options.

The DEMP formulation for this study was:



n

Max I P(ek) U(WO + g.kb AO
Ab	 k=1

Subject to:

Tb Ab � 1kb

Ab � 0
where there are n possible states of nature, P(Okb) is the probability of the kth state of

nature occurring at the bth decision stage, Wo is initial wealth, Ab is a vector of the

options available at stage b, akb is the vector of net payoffs per unit of Ab under the kth

state of nature, rb is the matrix of technical coefficients and lid, is the vector of

constraint limits applying at stage b under the set of states k.

The DEMP formulation thereby neatly integrated the various parameters discussed in

previous sections that characterise the representative farmer's decision problem at any

particular stage.

This formulation was solved using a non-linear programming algorithm. The software

used was What' sBest!Tm which is incorporated as an add-in to Exce1 TM spreadsheet

software.

The objective function was specified using the CRRA functional form discussed in

Section 3.3. This form is concave and is therefore suitable for use within the DEMP

formulation.

In order to limit the farmer's flexibility in diversifying among options as discussed in

Section 3.7, the level at which each option could be undertaken was restricted to an

integer value relating to 70 ha paddocks. All net payoffs, technical coefficients and

constraint limits for an option were therefore specified for a paddock of this size.

The constraint sets of the three MPs related only to land use. This was because (a) the

farmer's decision problem in stage 1 was characterised as primarily involving the

choice of how to utilise the 210 ha of land assumed to be available for wheat cropping;

and (b) other fixed resources were assumed to be non-limiting even at this maximum

level of wheat cropping. Since the area of wheat cropping was limited to a maximum
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of 210 ha (ie., three paddocks), the level of the land use constraint in the stage 1 MP

was set at three paddocks.

The logical flow of the model of the sequential decision process outlined in Figure 3.1

is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The figure assumes a particular set of planting conditions

and a particular risk attitude. The modelling approach may be termed recursive

stochastic programming (RSP).

Sequential dependence between option levels in the stage 1 MP solution and the

options available at stage 2 was accounted for by recursively setting stage 2 land use

constraint limits based on stage 1 option levels. Stage 2 options involved choosing

how many of the paddocks planted to a particular crop type (ie., combination of

varietal type and nitrogen application rate) to maintain until stage 3, and how many to

graze. If the stage 1 solution involved planting three paddocks with an early maturing

varietal type and 100 kg of nitrogen per ha, for instance, (a) the sum of the numbers of

paddocks of this crop type maintained and grazed at stage 2 was constrained to be no

greater than three; and (b) the sum of the numbers of paddocks of each other crop type

maintained and grazed at stage 2 was constrained to be zero.

The dependence of options available at stage 3 on option levels in the stage 2 MP

solution was similarly accounted for by recursively setting stage 3 land use constraint

limits based on option levels for stage 2.

Under the scenario in which the farmer was assumed not to use the forecasting system,

the SPDF for stage 1, P(Oki), is constant across all k. That is, under this scenario the

"forecast type" referred to in Figure 3.2 is always "no forecast". Furthermore, since the

vector of constraint limits, hcb, in stage 1 comprises a single element which is constant

over all k, it was only necessary to solve the stage 1 MP once under this scenario. It

was not actually necessary to re-solve the stage 1 MP 98 times as is implied by the

figure.
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Figure 3.2: A general description of the process of modelling sequential
decisions and valuing the forecasting system
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Due to there being a single array of optimal stage 1 option levels under this scenario,

the vector of constraint limits in the stage 2 MP is constant over all k. However, the

SPDF for stage 2, P(O k2), differs according to the dry matter class hindcast to have been

associated with the kth set of states. Since there are four such dry matter classes, it was

necessary to solve the stage 2 MP four times under this scenario (rather than 98 times

as implied by the figure), resulting in four possible vectors of constraint limits for stage

3.

Irrespective of whether the farmer was assumed to use the climate forecasting system,

at stage 3 s/he was assumed to know the set of states corresponding with that stage and

therefore also the net payoffs for each stage 3 option. Since P(O kb) = 1 at this stage,

maximisation of expected utility subject to the kth season is equivalent to deterministic

maximisation of monetary outcome. It was therefore necessary to solve the stage 3 MP

98 times under this scenario, with one of the four possible vectors of constraint limits

represented, as well as a unique objective function specification (according to the

option net payoffs associated with that set of states), each time.

Determining prior optimal actions for one set of planting conditions for the three

decision stages and for all k therefore required solution of 103 MPs (one for stage 1,

four for stage 2 and 98 for stage 3).

Where the farmer was assumed to use the climate forecasting system, however, the

SPDF at stage 1, POO, differs according to the forecast type hindcast to have been

associated with the kth set of states. Since there are five forecast types associated with

this forecasting system, it was necessary to solve the stage 1 MP five times under this

scenario. This meant there were five vectors of constraint limits that could apply to the

stage 2 MP according to the set of states being considered.

As under the other scenario, the SPDF at stage 2, P(0k2), differed according to the dry

matter class hindcast. With four possible probability distributions applying at stage 2

under this scenario, as well as five vectors of constraint limits, it was therefore

necessary to solve the stage 2 MP 20 times under this scenario.
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Also as under the other scenario, it was necessary to solve the stage 3 MP 98 times

under this scenario, although in this case with one of the 20 possible vectors of

constraint limits represented (rather than one of 4 as in the other scenario), as well as a

unique objective function specification, each time.

Determining Bayes' actions for one set of planting conditions for the three decision

stages and for all k therefore required solution of 123 MPs (five for stage 1, 20 for

stage 2 and 98 for stage 3). Determining prior and Bayes' actions for one set of

planting conditions therefore required solution of 226 MPs.

A macro was written in Visual Basic TM code to automate specification, solving and

recording of solutions for each of these 226 MPs. The time taken to run the macro

using an IBM-type personal computer with PentiumTM processor was approximately 30

minutes. With a total of 20 sets of planting conditions and three risk attitudes to be

analysed, it was necesssary to repeat this procedure 60 times. Valuing the forecasting

system for a given set of planting conditions and a given risk attitude thus involved

about 30 hours of computer running time.

3.9 Net Payoff from the Wheat Enterprise

After identifying the prior optimal action in the event of one of the 98 historical

seasons recurring in the imminent season, it was then necessary to calculate its

outcome in terms of the net payoff from the wheat growing enterprise.

It was noted in Section 3.3 that payoffs are realised only with terminal options (ie.,

those options that are not precursors to follow-on options). It was also noted that (a) at

stage 1 the only terminal option is that of maintaining a fallow; (b) at stage 2 each of

the 33 graze options is a terminal option; and (c) at stage 3 all of the 66 options are

terminal. Conversely, the 33 crop planting options at stage 1 and the 33 maintain crop

options at stage 2 are non-terminal.
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In order to calculate the net payoff outcome of a prior optimal action it was necessary

to (a) identify the net payoffs for the associated terminal prior optimal options as

calculated at the decision stage at which termination occurs; (b) deduct from these net

payoffs those costs which are sunk costs from the standpoint of the termination stage

but are nevertheless costs that need to be considered in determining the effect on the

gross margin of the wheat growing enterprise; and (c) sum the adjusted net payoff

values relating to each of the terminal options in order to determine the gross margin

obtained from the wheat enterprise.

An analogous process was required to determine the outcome of the Bayes' actions for

the wheat enterprise in the event of one of the 98 historical seasons recurring in the

imminent season. Both processes were repeated 98 times to determine the gross

margin outcomes of the prior and Bayes' actions within the wheat growing enterprise

in the event of each of the 98 historical sets of states recurring.

The methods of calculating the net payoffs from the graze options in relation to the

standpoints of stages 2 and 3 and from the harvest options in relation to the standpoint

of stage 3 are described in Sections A3.2, A3.3 and A3.4 respectively. These methods

appropriately ignored crop planting costs incurred at stage 1 since from their respective

standpoints these were sunk costs. To determine the impacts on farm wealth of the

cropping activities terminating with these options, however, deduction of planting costs

from these net payoff values was required.

The outcomes of the prior and Bayes' actions under each set of states in terms of profit

from the wheat enterprise were calculated by deducting the fixed cost of the wheat

enterprise from its gross margin. The corresponding wheat enterprise wealth outcomes

(denoted in Section 2.2.2 by a * k and a ** k respectively) were calculated by adding the

respective profit outcomes to the initial wealth attributed to the wheat enterprise which

was estimated in Section 3.4 to be $225,073.

The fixed cost of the wheat enterprise was estimated by the procedure described in

Appendix 2 to be $33,395 per year (or $159 per ha available for wheat growing).



3.10 Valuing the Climate Forecasting System for the Wheat

Enterprise

The data on a * k and a** k derived as discussed in the preceding section were used to find

the value of the climate forecasting system under a particular set of planting conditions.

As noted in Section 2.2.2, this value is given by the value of C in equation 2.6 that

results in U({4}) = 0. This 'break-even' value of C was located automatically using

the Goal Seek command available when using ExcelTM spreadsheet software. This step

is represented as the endpoint (lowest box) of Figure 3.2.

3.11 Summary

The case study approach of applying the theory of information value was used. The

case study related to a representative wheat growing enterprise in the vicinity of

Goondiwindi. A RSP approach was developed to identify the utility-maximising

actions, including within-season tactical responses to climatic events, that would be

chosen in the imminent season with and without use of the forecasting system. Actions

were identified in the event of each of the climate patterns over the period 1894-1991

recurring. Valuation of the climate forecasting system focussed on its benefits for

decisions required at planting time (stage 1) regarding nitrogen application rate and

type of wheat variety. The actions at time of flowering (stage 2) or grain maturity

(stage 3) related to choices of proceeding with or abandoning each wheat activity.

The action sets identified were used to derive probability distributions for financial

outcomes with and without use of the forecasts. The value of the forecasting system

was calculated as the maximum fee the grower could afford to pay for its use without

utility being lowered relative to its non-use.

The foregoing procedure was repeated in order to estimate the value of the system

under 20 sets of planting conditions and three attitudes to risk.
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